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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents a brisk survey on the development of estimation framework and Global Arrangement of 

Units (SI) in India, the strategy followed to understand the estimation units and the current situation with the 

workmanship in acknowledging of 7 base units. The estimation frameworks advanced, created and utilized 

during a few old verifiable periods, Indus valley to Vedic period to existing SI arrangement of current time, are 

examined. The significant exercises did during antiquated times were principally founded on the units of mass, 

length and time. The reliance on artifacts has been replaced by the current system, which was developed and 

implemented to realize SI units through fundamental constants that are invariant across time and space. All 

seven base units have been linked to fundamental constants in the new SI system based on quantum metrology. 

The study aims to present the major developments, activities, and events that took place in India regarding the 

development of SI units. The SI framework at the highest point of discernibility chain and heart of metrology 

and estimation framework, it is of most extreme essential to comprehend, how the SI framework is advanced by 

and large: As India strives for AtmaNirbhar Bharat (Self-Reliant India), it becomes even more necessary to 

strengthen the national quality infrastructure in order to boost trade and commerce, and the new SI system's 

unbroken chain of measurement traceability will play a significant role in this process. A succinct account of 

these developments, from the Indus Valley period to the present, would be provided by this review. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Estimations are made to build information and comprehension of the world we live in. Estimation 

science is the premise of current science and innovation and subsequently of present day progress. 

Length is the most essential estimation in varying social statuses. Early estimating strategies for length 

depended on the utilization of human body parts. Lengths and width of fingers, thumbs, hands, hand 

ranges, cubits and body ranges appears to have been well known options. Yet, there will be significant 

variety in the length of the body portions of various individual so the utilization of a piece of stick of 

wooden or other material as unit of length was one of the brilliant thoughts for length estimation. The 

unit of length utilized in antiquated India included dhanus (bow), the krosha and the yojana. During 

the time of Mughal head, Akbar, the gaz was utilized as the unit of estimating length. Each gaz was 
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isolated into 24 equivalent parts and each part was called tassuj. The gaz was ridiculously utilized as a 

unit of length till the decimal standard for measuring was presented in 1956. During English period 

the inch, foot and yard were utilized to quantify length though grains, ounce, pound and so forth were 

utilized to gauge mass. The fundamental unit of mass utilized in India included ratti, masha, tola, 

chattank, diviner and maund. Ratti is a red seed whose mass is roughly 120 mg. It was broadly utilized 

by goldsmiths and by professional of customary medication framework in India. In antiquated India, 

the length of the shadow of trees or different items was utilized to know the approx time. Long time 

spans were communicated with regards to the lunar cycle. During Vedic period in India different units 

of estimation are utilized for computations of tithi, naksatra and so on for social and strict occasions. 

Numerous development and sovereigns delivered their own estimation principles that were 

acknowledged all through their country. 

HISTORY OF ESTIMATION FRAMEWORKS IN INDIA 

The historical backdrop of estimation frameworks in India starts in early Indus Valley civilisation with 

the earliest enduring examples dated to the fifth thousand years BCE.[1] Since early times the reception 

of standard loads and measures has reflected in the nation's design, people, and metallurgical 

artifacts.[1] A mind boggling arrangement of loads and measures was taken on by the Maurya realm 

(322-185 BCE), which likewise figured out guidelines for the utilization of this system.[2] Later, the 

Mughal domain (1526-1857) utilized standard measures to decide land property and gather land charge 

as a piece of Mughal land reforms.[3] The conventional metrication in India is dated to 1 October 1958 

when the Indian Government embraced the Global Arrangement of Units (SI).[4] 

Standard loads and measures were created by the Indus Valley Civilization.[1] The concentrated 

weight and measure framework served the business interest of Indus shippers as more modest weight 

measures were utilized to quantify extravagance products while bigger loads were utilized for 

purchasing bulkier things, for example, food grains etc.[5] Loads existed in products of a standard 

weight and in categories.[5] Specialized normalization empowered checking gadgets to be really 

utilized in precise estimation and estimation for construction.[6] Uniform units of length were utilized 

in the preparation of towns like Lothal, Surkotada, Kalibangan, Dolavira, Harappa, and Mohenjo-

daro.[1] The loads and proportions of the Indus civilisation additionally arrived at Persia and Focal 

Asia, where they were additionally changed. Shigeo Iwata depicts the uncovered loads uncovered from 

the Indus civilisation: 

A sum of 558 loads were uncovered from Mohenjodaro, Harappa, and Chanhu-daro, excluding flawed 

loads. They didn't find genuinely tremendous contrasts between loads that were unearthed from five 

distinct layers, each estimating around 1.5 m inside and out. This was proof areas of strength for that 

existed for essentially a 500-year time frame. The 13.7-g weight is by all accounts one of the units 

utilized in the Indus valley. The documentation depended on the double and decimal frameworks. 83% 
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of the loads which were unearthed from the over three urban communities were cubic, and 68% were 

made of chert.[1] 

The meaning of a paired arrangement of loads is that it permits an indissoluble weight (e.g. a gold coin 

or piece of gems) to be estimated on an offset with the base number of loads, while the decimal 

arrangement of loads and measures permits the base number of loads/measures to be utilized for mass 

things by permitting rehash measures to be relied on the fingers. 

Rulers produced using Ivory were being used by the Indus Valley Civilisation preceding 1500 BCE. 

Unearthings at Lothal (2400 BCE) have yielded one such ruler aligned to around 1⁄16 inch (1.6 mm). 

Ian Whitelaw (2007) — regarding the matter of a ruler uncovered from the Mohenjo-daro site — 

composes that: 'the Mohenjo-Daro ruler is separated into units comparing to 1.32 inches (33.5 mm) 

and these are set apart out in decimal developments with astounding exactness — to inside 0.005 of an 

inch. Old blocks found all through the district have aspects that compare to these units. 'The Indus 

civilisation built skillet adjusts made of copper, bronze, and ceramics.[1] One uncovered container 

balance from Mohenjo-daro (2600-1900 BCE) was developed utilizing a string turn type support, a 

bronze shaft, and two pans.[1] various unearthed reviewing instruments and estimating poles have 

yielded proof of early cartographic movement. 

Loads and measures are referenced all through the strict and mainstream works of the Vedic time frame 

in India. Some sources that notice different units of estimation are Satapatha Brahmana, Apastamba 

Sutra, and the Eight Sections of the grammarian Pāṇini. Indian stargazers kept a pañchānga for 

estimations of tithi (lunar day), vāra (work day), naksatra (asterism), and karan (half lunar day) for 

social and strict occasions. Klostermaier (2003) states that: "Indian space experts determined the length 

of one kalpa (a pattern of the universe during which every one of the eminent bodies return to their 

unique situations) to be 4,320,000,000 years." As indicated by epigraphic proof, we have references of 

estimation units, for example, - "Kulyavapa", "dronavapa", "adhavapa" and "Pataka" from Bengal, 

nivratana" and "bhumi" from Focal India and "nivartana" from Western India. 

POST MAHA JANAPADAS PERIOD—HIGH MIDDLE AGES (400 BCE–1200 

CE) 

Steelyard balances, which have been found in India since the fourth century BCE, have been 

discovered in the Gandhara and Amravati archaeological sites. Proof of a mind boggling arrangement 

of loads and measures existing being used for various purposes under the focal control of the Maurya 

organization (322-185 BCE) is found in the Arthashastra.[2] Excavator Candid Raymond Allchin 

frames the subtleties of the estimation frameworks of the Maurya state: 

There is a lot of evidence in the Arthashastra to support the many different standardized weights and 

measurements of the time. In order to oversee their use and standardization, officers were appointed. 
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The length measurements, which are broken down into several series and start below the standard 

agula, which is defined as the "middle joint of the middle finger of a man of average size," are included. 

to those above, including the range and the cubit, and finishing with the pole (danda) or bow (dhanus) 

of around 180 cm; or more this estimation of longer distance, the goruta or krosa and the yojana. For 

digging moats, creating roads, or building city walls, for instance, various special measurements are 

mentioned. For revenue, trade, payment, or palace purposes, various standards were used to measure 

capacity: these were relevant for the two fluids and solids. Loads, as well, were in a few series: There 

were three precious materials: diamonds, gold, and silver; Weights and general purposes were two 

additional series. Loads ought to be made of iron or of stone from the Mekhala slopes. The kinds of 

weighing machines that are used get a lot of attention: One is a balance (tula) with two pans, ten 

different sizes of which are suggested for weighing various amounts; likewise, in two sizes, a kind of 

steelyard. The use of a steelyard as a symbol on the negama coins from Taxila suggests that they clearly 

have a mercantile meaning. The nalika, which measures the time it takes for one adhaka of water to 

flow out of a pot through a hole the same diameter as that of a wire four angulas long made of four 

masas of gold, receives equal attention.[2] The art of the Ajanta cave depicts equal arm balances. 17) 

in the state of Maharashtra. Light emissions adjusts have been uncovered from the eighth century CE 

archeological destinations at Sirpur and Arang. In his Tahriq-e-Hind, Islamic scholar Abrayn 

Muammad ibn Amad al-Brn conducted one of the first studies of India's traditions. This study also 

reflects on the widespread use of the steelyard in India. 

LATE MIDDLE AGES 

Republic of India (1200 CE–1947 CE) The standardized weight and currency system in place at the 

port city of Cochin is described by the Chinese merchant Ma Huan (1413–51). Mama Huan noticed 

that gold coins, known as fanam, or privately known as "panam”, were gave in Cochin and gauged a 

sum of one fen and one li as per the Chinese norms. They were of excellent quality and could be 

exchanged for fifteen four-li-weight silver coins in China. Mughal surveying parties used standardised 

bamboo rods with iron joints to clearly record land according to the standard imperial land measures.[3] 

These records were later used to collect land revenue corresponding to the land holdings. British units 

of measurement were adopted in India as first the East India Company and later colonial rule gained 

foothold.[4] The Republic of India adopted the metric system on October 1, 1958.[4] However, the 

traditional units still prevail in some areas. According to Chakrabarti (2007), ' However, the metric 

system has not yet been applied to all of the landmasses. In the land-estimating framework in India, 

conceivably perhaps of the most complicated and old fashioned framework, we follow various 

arrangements of estimating units and frameworks in various pieces of the country. Various state 

governments have attempted to standardize this by establishing a suitable metric system for official 

transactions and record keeping. However, a number of antiquated units continue to handle land 

transactions. Apparently individuals are fulfilled and alright with them.' 
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Some of the ancient measures and standards that Indians in villages still use include the owner's arm 

length, tula for gold, mana for weight, and so on. 

 

 
Emperor Jahangir (reign 1605–1627) weighing his son Shah Jahan on a weighing scale, 1615, 

Mughal dynasty. 

 

LENGTH MEASUREMENTS 

  In Mohen jodaro time (3000B.C.), the size of the blocks all around the area was same. The length, 

broadness and width of blocks are dependably in the proportion of 4:2:1 and taken as standard. In his 

well-known book "Arthashashtra," Chanakya (Kautilya) established the units of weights and measures 

as well as the principles of enforcement, or legal metrology, during the Maurya Empire (400 BC). In 

Arthashastra, Chanakya specifies two kinds of dhanushas as units for estimating lengths and distances. 

One is the customary dhanusha, comprising of 96 angulas, and the other dhanusha is referenced as 

garhpatya dhanusha and comprises of 108 angulas, utilized for estimation of streets and distances. 

Chanakya likewise makes reference to that a dhanurgraha comprises of 4 angulas and a yojana 

comprises of 8000 dhanushas. Parmanu was the smallest length measurement. The elements of the 

measurement system, as well as the definitions of some length units and how to convert them, can be 

written as: 

• 8 parmanu =1 rajahkan (dust particle coming from the wheel of a chariot)  

• 8 rajahkan = 1 liksha (egg of lice)  

• 8 liksha = 1 yookamadhya  

• 8 yookamadhya = 1 yavamadhya  
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• 8 yuvamadhya = 1angul (approximate width of a finger) = 2 cm =0.787402 inch  

• 8 angul = 1 dhanurmushti = 16 cm = 6.299 inch  

• 4 angul = 1 dhanugraha = 8 cm = 3.14961 inch  

• 12 angul = 1 vitasti = 24 cm = 9.44882 inch   

• 2 vitasti =1 aratni or hast (or haath) = 48 cm = 18.8976 inch  

• 4 aratni (haath) = 1 dand or dhanush = 192 cm = 6.299 feet   

• 10 dand = 1 rajju = 19.2 meter =62.9921 sq.ft  

• 2 rajju = 1 paridesh = 125.98 feet  

• 2000 dhanush = 1 krosh = 4199.475 yard = 3840 meter (approx) = 3.84 km  

• 4 krosh (goruta) = 1 yojan ≈ 9 miles ≈15 km (approx)  

The Mughal measurement system measured length and land in terms of gaz and beegha with the  

following relationship.   

• 1 girah= width of 3 fingers (Anguli)  

• 1 hath = 8 girah  

• 1 gaz = 2 hath  

• 1 kathi = 55/6 hath  

• 1 pand = 20 kathi  

• 1 beegha = 20 pand   

• 1 beegha = 20 vishwa  

• 1 viswah = 20 viswansah.  

The gaz was widely used till the introduction of the metric system in India in 1956.   

In  June  1864,  the  government  of  India  recommended  inch,  foot,  yard  and  mile  for  linear  

measurement and acre for area measurement with their conversion are given as   

• 1 mile = 8 furlongs = 1760 yards = 1.61 km  

• 1 furlong = 220 yards 

• 1 acre = 4840 sq. yards = 1/10(furlong) 2  

• 1 sq.yard = 9 sq. ft.  

• 1 sq. mile = 640 acres  

• 1 hectare ≈ 2.47 acres = 10000 sq. m. (approx)  

The Indian system is completely dependent on the British system as a result of the adoption of these 

linear measures. A committee established on October 10, 1913, once more recommended a system that 

combined the Indian and British systems.  
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In 1950, mile and furlong were normal markers on street in India. One inch is the minimum length 

measurement. The following are examples of other linear and land measurements and their 

conversions: 

• 1 inch=2.54 cm  

• 1 foot = 12 inch=30.48 cm  

• 1 yard = 3 feet = 0.0914metre  

• 1 furlong = 660 feet =220 yard  

• 1 mile = 1760 yards or 5280 feet =1.61 km  

• 1 chain = 22 yard  

• 1 acre = 43560 sq.feet = 4840 sq. yards  

• 1 sq.yard = 9 sq. ft.  

• 1 sq. meter = 1.196 square gaz  

• 1 sq.gaz = 0.836126 sq. meter   

• 1 kaththa ≈ 2.5 decimal = 1361.25 sq.ft. ≈ 100 sq.meter  

• 1 beegha = 2304.576036 sq.meter  

• 1 sq. mile ≈ 2.5 sq. km = 640acre  

After freedom, it was understood that for quick modern development of the country, laying out a 

cutting edge estimation framework in the country would be vital. In April of 1955, the Lok Sabha 

decided: The Central Act of 1956, known as the Weights and Measures Act 1956, gave the Government 

of India the authority to establish standards for the weight and measures system in order to introduce 

the metric system. This house is of the opinion that the Government of India ought to take the necessary 

steps to introduce uniform weights and measures throughout the country based on the metric system. 

The decimal standard is a globally concurred decimal arrangement of estimation. Multiples and 

submultiples of a unit follow a decimal pattern in the metric system. Now, length is measured in terms 

of the speed of light, which is assumed to be exactly 299,792,458 meters per second. The meter is the 

standard length unit in the metric system. To present the decimal standard in India the public authority 

laid out Public Actual Research center (NPL) as the estimation principles lab. The standards that are 

maintained at NPL are regularly contrasted with those that are maintained at the BIPM in Paris and 

other international National Metrological Institutes. This exercise guarantees that Indian national 

standards are comparable to those of the world. Using a stabilized Helium-Neon laser as a light source, 

the standard length unit, the meter, can be created. Its recurrence is estimated tentatively. The following 

relation can be used to determine the wavelength from this frequency value and the internationally 

accepted speed of light value of 299,792,458 meters per second: The speed of light divided by 

frequency is the wavelength. The ostensible worth of frequency, utilized at NPL is 633 nanometer. 

Any length can be measured in terms of the wavelength of laser light using a sophisticated instrument 

called an optical interferometer. In terms of length measurements, the current level of uncertainty 

achieved at NPL is  3 109. Anyway in many estimations, a vulnerability of ± 1 × 10−6 is satisfactory. 
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MASS MEASUREMENTS  

Weights systems differed from region to region, commodity to commodity, and rural to urban areas 

prior to Akbar. The various seeds' weights served as the basis for the weights. Stone or iron were used 

for weights. Balance (tula) with two skillet of various sizes were utilized for weighing various amounts. 

The first unit of measurement for weighing silver and gold was a grain of wheat or barleycorn. As 

mass units, larger ones that were preserved in stone standards were developed. Akbar used a barley 

corn (Jau) to standardize weights.  

Before 1833, North India used the following nomenclature until the metric system was implemented: 

• 4 chawal (grain of rice) = 1 dhan (weight of one wheat berry)  

• 4 dhan = 1 ratti = 1.75 grains = 0.11339825 gram   

• 8 ratti = 1 masha = 0.9071856 gram  

• 12 masha = 96 ratti = 1 tola =180 grains = 11.66375 gram  

• 80 tolas = 1 seer = 870.89816 gram 

• 40 seers = 1 maund = 8 pasri = 37.32422 kilogram  

• 1 chattank = 4 kancha = 5 tola  

• 1 pav = 2 adh-pav = 4 chattank = ¼ seer   

• 1 seer = 4 pav = 16 chattank = 80 tola = 933.1 grams   

• 1 paseri = 5 seer  

The British standard was the weight of wheat berries. The British decided that barley corn should 

weigh gold like Akbar. The British tried to make weights and measures the same everywhere. The 

rulers of Great Britain want to connect the Indian weights to those in Great Britain. The Farrukkabad 

rupee was changed to 180 grains in accordance with the Madras and Bombay rupees in May 1833, 

when the Indian government passed Regulation VII of 1833. One "tola," a well-known native 

denomination, was used to measure this rupee's weight, which was equal to 180 grains. The Indian 

system is completely dependent on the British system as a result of these mass measures being 

implemented. A committee established on October 10, 1913, once more recommended a system that 

combined the Indian and British systems. It suggested the "tola" unit, which is equal to 180 grains in 

British weight, for weight. The British eventually developed their own method of weighing gold (troy 

ounce) and other commodities (pound/cwt/ton). 

• One troy ounce = 480 barley corn   

• 1 troy ounce = 120 carat = 31.1034768 gram   

• 1 troy pound = 12 troy ounce.   

• 3.75 troy ounce = 10 tola  

• Weight of 1 Barley corn = 64.79891 milligram  

• Weight of 1 Wheat berry = 45.561732 milligram   

• Weight of 64 dhan (wheat Berries) = weight of 45 jau (Barley Corns)  
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The troy Pound was abolished in 1878. 

 Meanwhile, “Government of India Act 1935” appeared. The standards of Weight Act (Act IX of 1939) 

was enacted by the central legislature in 1939 and was applicable to the entirety of British India. A 

standard tola of 180 grains, a seer of 80 tolas, a maund of 40 seers, a pound of 7000 grains, an ounce 

equal to one sixteenth of a pound, a half-hundred-weight of 112 pounds, and a ton of 2240 pounds 

were established once more. The law went into effect on July 1, 1942. This permits tola/diviner/maund 

framework to coincide with pound/ton framework. The Standards of Weights and Measures Act (No. 

56 of 1956) was enacted by the Indian government to define metric conversion. 89 of 1956, modified 

in 1960 and 1964) as follows: 

• 1 diviner = 0.99910 kilogram  

• 1 maund = 40 soothsayer = 37.324 kg  

• 1 diviner = 80 tola = 933.10 g  

• 1 tola= 11.66375 gram =12 masha  

• 1 masha = 8 ratti = 0.97gram 

 In 1887, the unit of mass kilogram is characterized as the mass of a particular platinum-iridium 

composite chamber kept at the worldwide Department of Loads and Measures at Sevres, France and 

from that point forward the definition has not been changed since that time since Platinum-iridium is 

a bizarrely stable combination. The Indian national kilogram standard is copy number 57 of the 

International Bureau of Weights and Measures' international prototype kilogram (BIPM: French-

International Bureau of Poids and Measures) in Paris. This is a Platinum Iridium chamber whose mass 

is estimated against the worldwide model at BIPM. The NPL likewise keeps a gathering of move 

standard kilograms made of non-attractive hardened steel and nickel - chromium combination. At NPL, 

mass measurements have an uncertainty of ±4.6x10-9. 

TIME MEASUREMENTS  

Indian time estimation framework is viewed as the most established time estimation frameworks. The 

Indian scriptures provide us with a wealth of information regarding the various time measurement 

strategies utilized in ancient India. Not only is this measurement system comprehensive, but it is also 

extremely precise. The time estimation framework in old India was superb and it covered a reach from 

miniature seconds to trillions of years including the patterns of the universe. A time scale based on a 

measurement system is necessary for a time-based activity. The time of revolution or rotation of 

various celestial bodies, including the moon and the sun, serves as the foundation for all time 

measurement systems. Pre-Aryan people were very interested in predicting solar and lunar eclipses, 

lunar months, and other events by knowing how the heavens moved. There are a year each comprising 

of two paksh (14 days) as per the circling of the moon around the earth. The position of the moon and 

the sun can have an effect on the actual number of days in a month by one day.  
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 Vedic and Puranic texts from ancient India describe a time measurement system based on the 

solar/human year that goes from the time it takes for an eye to blink to Brahma's age. During Vedic 

period (5000B.C.), Indians had separate names for a lot more modest time stretches. The expressions 

for littlest time stretch and its products are as per the following. 

• 1 permanu = 26.3µs  

• 2 permanu = 1anu = 52.67 µs  

• 3 anu = 1 trisrenu =158 µs  

• 3 trisrenu = 1 truti = 474 µs  

• 100 truti = 1 vedh = 47.4 ms  

• 3 vedh =1 love = 0.1s  

• 3 love = 1 nimesh = 0.43s  

• 3 nimesh = 1 kshan = 1.28 s  

• 5 kshan = 1 kashta = 6.4s  

• 15 kashta = 1 laghu = 1.6min.  

• 15 laghu = 1 nadika (danda) = 1 ghadi = 60 Pal= 24 minute.  

• 2 nadika = 1 mahurat=2 ghadi =30 kala = 48 min.  

• 30 mahurat = 1 day and 1 night = 24hrs = 24 hora  

• 7 day and seven night = 1 saptah  

• 2 saptah = 1 paksh   

• 2 paksh= 1 lunar month  

• 2 month = 1 ritu  

• 3 ritu = 1 ayan= 6 months  

• 2 ayan = 1 human year = 12 month = 365 days = 1 varsh  

• 100 varsh = 1 shatabdi = 1 century  

• 10 shatabdi = 1 sahasrabda  

• 432 sahasrabda= 1 yug (kaliyug)  

• For larger unit of time, the year is taken as the unit and has the following multiples:  

• 1 kaliyuga = 4, 32,000 human years  

• 2 kali yugas = 1 dwapar yuga=864000 human years  

• 3 kali yugas = 1 treta yuga =1296000 human years  

• 4 kali yugas = 1 satya yuga = 728000 human years  

• 10 kaliyugas =1 mahayuga = 4,320, 000, human years  

• 1000 mahayuga= 1 kalpa = 4,320, 000,000 human years = 1 day of Brahma  

 The earth's rotation around its own axis was originally used to define the second time interval. The 

hour of turn is separated into 24 equivalent parts, each part is called 60 minutes. An hour is partitioned 

into an hour and every moment is partitioned into 60 seconds. As a result, one second is equivalent to 
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1/86400th of a solar day. However, the earth's rotation is known to change a lot over time, so the length 

of a day is a variable quantity and may change very slowly. A device known as an atomic clock, which 

uses the characteristic frequency of cesium -133 atoms as the reference clock, was used to take 

advantage of the high precision that could be achieved in 1967. The duration of 9192631770 radiation 

periods corresponding to the transition between two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium-

133 atom is now referred to as the second. The cesium nuclear timekeepers kept up with at NPL are 

connected to the world through a bunch of worldwide situating satellites. 

SYSTEM OF UNITS 

 Several systems were implemented during unit development. The cgs system and the mks system were 

two widely used systems. The length, mass, and time were measured in centimeters, grams, and 

seconds in the cgs system, while the mks system used meters, kilograms, and seconds. The 11th 

General Conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM) adopted the International System of Units (SI) 

in 1960. In the Global Framework there is just a single SI unit for each actual amount. The distance 

traveled by light in vacuum over a period of 1/99 792 458 of a second is represented by the meter (17th 

CGPM, 1983). The kilogram is the unit of mass; it is equivalent to the mass of the global model of the 

kilogram (third CGPM, 1901). Second, the radiation's duration of 9 192 631 770 periods during the 

cesium-133 atom's transition between its two hyperfine levels in its round state (13th CGPM, 1967). 

In the fields of science and technology, it is suggested that only SI units be utilized. 
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